Finney Music
Quarter 3 2021/2022
Kindergarten

Essential Question
How do musicians make
creative decisions?

Vocabulary
Tempo
Fast
Slow
Loud
Soft

Standard
K.MU:Cr1 b.
With guidance, generate
musical ideas (such as
movements or motives).

Message From: Mrs. Pridmore
Hello Finney Kindergarten families!

We have had a wonderful quarter in music
class. Everyone continues to grow and
learn so much every week.
We have been working on keeping a steady
beat together so we can start playing
instruments together as a group. Singing
and playing at the same time is hard, but
the students are doing so well at this
challenge!
We have also been learning about how to
play loud and soft or fast and slow to make
our music give different emotional
meaning.

I hope everyone has a safe and happy
spring break!

Finney Music
Quarter 3 2021/2022
1st Grade

Essential Question
How do musicians make
creative decisions?

Vocabulary
Tempo
Pitch
Note
Rhythm
Forte
Piano

Standard
1.MU:Cr1b
With limited guidance,
generate musical ideas
in multiple tonalities
(such as major and
minor) and meters (such
as duple and triple).

Message From: Mrs. Pridmore
Hello Finney first grade families!

This has been a fun quarter in music class!
We have been learning about contrasts in
music, and playing with using high notes or
low notes and loud sounds or soft sounds to
make our music communicate the message
we want it to send.
The students have enjoyed playing some
rhythm games, and we are especially
working on listening closely to each other
and moving safely so we don’t bump into
each other when we are moving around the
room.
They are growing so much and learning how
to make music together and keep each other
safe. I’m excited to share more with you next
quarter as they finish writing some songs!
Have a safe and happy spring break!

Finney Music
Quarter 3 2021/2022
2nd Grade

Essential Question
How do performers
interpret musical
works?

Vocabulary
Dynamics
Crescendo
Decrescendo
Forte
piano

Standard
2.MU:Pr4.3
Demonstrate
understanding of
expressive qualities
(Such as voice
quality, dynamics,
and temp) and how
creators use them to
convey expressive
intent.

Message From: Mrs. Pridmore

Greetings 2nd grade Finney families!

This has been a fun quarter in music class for 2nd grade!
We continue to learn how to make music together by
playing lots of steady beat games, and we have now
started to take our music making to the next level. This

Quarter has been all about dynamics. The students have
loved singing some of our favorite songs such as the
Finney Song, Count on Me, and Aiken Drum, but playing
with singing them using louder or softer voices.
They have also started to learn how to accompany
themselves on their instruments. We all played a steady
beat and sang Twinkle Twinkle Little Star with the
xylophones.
We play many games in music class, but the students love
to play a listening game with our owl puppet, Oreo. They
have to listen very closely to try to identify who has Oreo
by their singing voice only. Ask them about it! They would
love to sing you the song! Have a safe and happy spring
break.

Finney Music
Quarter 3 2021/2022
3rd Grade

Essential Question
How do musicians
generate creative ideas

Vocabulary
?

Note
Rest
Quarter Note
Tempo

Standard
3.MU:Cr1b
Generate Musical ideas
(such as rhythms and
melodies) within a given
tonality and /or meter.

Message From: Mrs. Pridmore
Hello Finney 3rd Grade families!

This has been a very exciting quarter in
music class because everyone has started
learning how to play the recorder! This is
an important step for the students because
they are learning how to control their
breathing, how to read music notes, and
they are learning fingerings for the notes
that will transfer to woodwind instruments
such as saxophone, clarinet, and flute
should they choose to play one of those
instruments in middle or high school.
We have also been learning about tempoplaying a song fast or slow. I’m so proud of
the progress we have made this year. They
are learning and growing every day, and
their music is getting more and more
refined.
Have a safe and happy spring break!

Finney Music
Quarter 3 2021/2022
SDC Primary

Essential Question
How do musicians make
creative decisions?

Message From: Mrs. Pridmore
Hello Finney families!

This has been a fun quarter in music class!

Vocabulary
Tempo
Fast
Slow
Loud
Soft

Standard
K.MU:Cr1 b.
With guidance, generate
musical ideas (such as
movements or motives).

The students are doing such a great job of
listening and following musical ques. We
are working on keeping a steady beat,
starting and stopping songs along with the
music, and playing or moving artistically.
We have been talking a lot about moving
fast or slow and practicing fast and slow to
music by moving around the room or
playing rhythm sticks.
We have also been talking about loud and
soft and when we need to use our different
voices- inside, outside, or on the
playground.
I’m so proud of how everyone is learning
and growing. Have a safe and happy spring
break!

Finney Music
Quarter 3 2021/2022
SDC Upper

Essential Question
How do musicians make
creative decisions?

Vocabulary
Blues
Beat
Rhythm
Improvise

Standard
1.MU:Cr1b
With limited guidance,
generate musical ideas
in multiple tonalities
(such as major and
minor) and meters (Such
as duple and triple).

Message From: Mrs. Pridmore
Hello Finney families!

This has been a wonderful quarter in
music class!
Everyone is working so hard to make
music together, and it’s exciting to see
them developing in their ability to play
and create their own songs. This quarter,
we have been working on hearing simple
chord progressions and improvising over
them.
The students have been playing and
singing different rhythms along to a
simple 12 bar blues track in both major
and minor keys. I’m excited to share their
work with you in videos more next quarter
for our spring showcase.
Have a safe and happy spring break!

Finney Music
Quarter 3 2021/2022
4th Grade

Essential Question
How do musicians make
creative decisions?

Vocabulary
Improvisation
Chord
Harmony
Melody

Standard
4.MU:Cr1b.
Generate musical ideas
(such as rhythms,
melodies, and simple
accompaniment
patterns) within related
tonalities (such as major
and minor) and meters.

Message From: Mrs. Pridmore
Hello Finney 4th grade families!

Everyone has been hard at work in music
class and making great progress in their
teamwork and musicianship.
This quarter, we have focused on learning
how to accompany ourselves as we sing
songs. We have done this on xylophones
and on guitars. The students have been
learning how to listen for harmonies and
chord changes as they sing or play along
to a song.
We also got to learn a little about Gold
Rush music in their arts integration
classes on Friday. The students learned a
folk dance and made up their own verses
to the folk song Old Joe Clark.
Have a safe and happy spring break!

Finney Music
Quarter 3 2021/2022
5th Grade

Essential Question
How do musicians
generate creative
ideas?

Vocabulary
Improvisation
Chord
Harmony
Melody

Standard
5.MU:Cr1
b. Generate musical
ideas (such as
rhythms, melodies,
and accompaniment
patterns) within
specific related
tonalities, meters,
and simple chord
changes

Message From: Mrs. Pridmore
Hello 5th grade families!
This quarter in music class has been full of playing
instruments and creating our own musical ideas. We
continue to play our violins, violas, cellos alongside our
xylophones and drums. Some of the students new favorite
songs include We Shall Overcome, Aiken Drum, and Count on
Me.
We have been learning how to play and move together as an
ensemble (a group of musicians) by doing lots of circle
dances and rhythm games. This helps us learn how to safely
and artfully move around each other without bumping into
one another!
We have been learning how to improvise (make up on the
spot!) some simple melodies over a 12 bar blues chord
pattern. The students sound fantastic whenever they sing
and play instruments. I’m wishing you all a safe and happy
spring break!

Finney Music
Quarter 3 2021/2022
6th Grade

Essential Question
How do musicians make
creative decisions?

Vocabulary
Improvisation
Chord Progression
Harmony
Melody
Neighboring Tone

Standard
6.MU:Cr1
Generate simple
rhythmic, melodic, and
harmonic phrases within
AB or ABA forms that
convey expressive intent

Message From: Mrs. Pridmore
Hello Finney 6th grade families!

The students have been hard at work in
music class this quarter.
We have enjoyed studying some of the
music history around the 1920’s, and
particularly focusing on the Harlem
Renaissance. We read a poem by
Langston Hughes and studied some
1920’s jazz as we learned about jazz
poetry.
The students also played a 12 bar blues
song in A minor and learned how to
improvise (make up) their own music a
the chords changed. We used xylophones
for this project. They also wrote their own
stanza’s to add on to Langston Hughes’
poem Hold Fast to Dreams.
Have a safe and happy spring break!

